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Die Abschaffung der Nationalitaeten
Geschrieben von sammelleidenschaft am 16.12.2009 10:50:11:
Stolz legt hier ein Baeckermeister das Zeugnis seines Lehrlings aus, der den dritten Preis beim
Broetchen-Back-Wettbewerb errungen hat.
Ich traue meinen Augen nicht. Das Ding, das da im Fenster liegt, ist in Englisch.
Passt ja in die unten gepostete Rockefeller Agenda der Schaffung des Weltbuergers in der Eine Welt
Welt.
Die Besserverdienenden, die wenig Lust haben, ihre wenigen Kinder in Schulen zu schicken, wo eine
Mischung aus Tuerkisch und Arabisch gesprochen wird, schicken jetzt ihre Kinder in Privatschulen,
sogennante International Schools, deren Hauptsprache Englisch ist.
Zitat
"Ein immer größer werdender Teil der jungen Bourgeoisie, die sich als Elite versteht oder zu dieser
aufsteigen will, glaubt offenbar, die gesellschaftliche Stellung ihrer Kinder nur noch unter Aufgabe
des Deutschen als Kultursprache verteidigen zu können.
Hoch-Deutsch ist dieser Elternschaft keine wertvolle Bildungssprache mehr, in der die geistige und
kulturelle Entfaltung ihrer Kinder erfolgen soll. Die "hohe" Sprache ist jetzt Englisch. Deutsch wird
nur noch als eine niedere Volkssprache betrachtet, deren Besitz ihren Kindern gerade die leuchtende
Zukunft in Aufsichtsräten und Vorständen verbaut."
http://www.sueddeutsche.de/jobkarriere/324/497627/text/
Signatur:
Videos: http://www.youtube.com/profile?user=11guadalupe11&view=playlists
Texte zum Geldsystem: http://www.geldseiten.info und http://www.artfond.de

http://www.sueddeutsche.de/jobkarriere/324/497627/text/
Peinliches Deutsch
Zweisprachige Erziehung
15.12.2009, 09:58
Von Jürgen Trabant
Gefahr für unsere Sprache: Eltern beschweren sich, dass in der Schule ihrer Kinder kaum mehr
Deutsch gesprochen wird - und lassen den Nachwuchs schon im Kindergarten Englisch lernen.

Berliner Schulleiter hatten im Januar dieses Jahres in einem dramatischen Manifest auf die
katastrophale Situation in den Schulen des Bezirks Mitte, genauer: des proletarischen und
migrantenreichen westlichen Teils dieses Bezirks (Wedding), aufmerksam gemacht: Der
Bildungsauftrag der Schule sei nicht zu erfüllen, wenn die Schulen nicht endlich in die Lage versetzt
würden, Unterricht überhaupt zu ermöglichen. Und das heißt hier vor allem: die Einwandererkinder zu
erreichen und ihnen als wichtigsten Schritt in das Leben in diesem Land dessen Sprache - Deutsch zu vermitteln.
Das Problem ist nicht neu, sondern allen Betroffenen seit Jahren völlig klar. Der "Brandbrief" war nun
aber medial so gut platziert, dass offensichtlich sofort zusätzliche Lehrkräfte und Mittel mobilisiert
wurden. Natürlich kann seitdem noch keine entscheidende Besserung eingetreten sein. Solche
Maßnahmen erfordern Zeit, die Lösung des Problems nimmt Jahre und Millionen in Anspruch. Aber
es tut sich was. Alle Bildungspolitiker der Republik wollen sich nun endlich darum kümmern
(jedenfalls sagen sie es ständig), dass die Migrantenkinder Deutsch lernen, so dass Lernen und
Integration möglich werden
Bei den deutschen Eltern kommen solche Nachrichten als Horrormeldungen an: Staatliche Schulen
sind offensichtlich Orte, an denen Lernen nicht möglich ist. Weil sie aber nicht warten können, bis die
öffentlichen Schulen wieder zu Orten des Lernens geworden sind, lösen immer mehr deutsche Eltern
das Problem auf ihre Weise. Sie schicken ihre Kinder auf private Schulen.
"International schools" schießen aus dem Boden
Wie diese Lösung des Problems konkret aussieht, kann man gleich nebenan, im "richtigen" Bezirk
Mitte (und natürlich im flotten Prenzlauer Berg), und seit langem schon in den bürgerlichen Vierteln
des Berliner Westens besichtigen. Der rasante Ausbau eines privaten Schulwesens, das sich die Eltern
ziemlich viel Geld kosten lassen, sorgt für gute Lernbedingungen und die beabsichtigte soziale
Exklusion. Was nun aber die so wichtige Frage der Sprache angeht, so wird allerdings auch dort - wie
im Wedding - wenig oder nicht Deutsch gesprochen, jedenfalls nicht im Klassenzimmer: Die
Unterrichtssprache ist Englisch
Bei den deutschen Eltern kommen solche Nachrichten als Horrormeldungen an: Staatliche Schulen
sind offensichtlich Orte, an denen Lernen nicht möglich ist. Weil sie aber nicht warten können, bis die
öffentlichen Schulen wieder zu Orten des Lernens geworden sind, lösen immer mehr deutsche Eltern
das Problem auf ihre Weise. Sie schicken ihre Kinder auf private Schulen.
"International schools" schießen aus dem Boden
Wie diese Lösung des Problems konkret aussieht, kann man gleich nebenan, im "richtigen" Bezirk
Mitte (und natürlich im flotten Prenzlauer Berg), und seit langem schon in den bürgerlichen Vierteln
des Berliner Westens besichtigen. Der rasante Ausbau eines privaten Schulwesens, das sich die Eltern
ziemlich viel Geld kosten lassen, sorgt für gute Lernbedingungen und die beabsichtigte soziale
Exklusion. Was nun aber die so wichtige Frage der Sprache angeht, so wird allerdings auch dort - wie
im Wedding - wenig oder nicht Deutsch gesprochen, jedenfalls nicht im Klassenzimmer: Die
Unterrichtssprache ist Englisch

Bröckelnder Kitt
Dem Enthusiasmus für diese neue Schule ist allerdings bei näherem Hinsehen entgegenzuhalten, dass
der Ausbau eines englischsprachigen Schulwesens in der Mitte Berlins und Deutschlands (in
München, Hamburg und Köln ist es ja nicht anders) nicht nur eine Lösung des Schul-Problems
darstellt, sondern gleichzeitig auch das damit verbundene gesellschaftliche Problem dramatisch
zuspitzt: Während sich nämlich auf der einen Seite der gesellschaftlichen Skala ein erklecklicher
Anteil der Menschen als unfähig oder unwillig erweist, in die deutsche Sprachgemeinschaft

einzutreten, investiert das andere, obere Ende der Gesellschaft erhebliche Mittel und Anstrengungen
in den Ausstieg aus der deutschen Sprachgemeinschaft. Die gemeinsame Sprache, daran ist vielleicht
zu erinnern, war aber historisch der Kitt - im Grunde der einzige - der staatlichen Gemeinschaft der
Deutschen.
An beiden Enden der Gesellschaft finden wir nun dieselbe kulturell-politische Einstellung, die diesen
Kitt bröckeln lässt, nämlich die Geringschätzung der Nationalsprache Deutsch, allerdings aus ganz
verschiedenen Gründen: aus Unkenntnis und bewusster Distanzierung einerseits, aus Angst und
Ehrgeiz andererseits. Der Bildungsferne und dem Unwillen, Deutsch zu lernen, unten korrespondiert
oben ein geradezu hysterisch aufgeladener Bildungswille, der im Ausstieg aus der
Sprachgemeinschaft eine Bedingung für "höhere" Bildung sieht.
Bourgeoisie ohne Kultursprache
Ein immer größer werdender Teil der jungen Bourgeoisie, die sich als Elite versteht oder zu dieser
aufsteigen will, glaubt offenbar, die gesellschaftliche Stellung ihrer Kinder nur noch unter Aufgabe
des Deutschen als Kultursprache verteidigen zu können.
Hoch-Deutsch ist dieser Elternschaft keine wertvolle Bildungssprache mehr, in der die geistige und
kulturelle Entfaltung ihrer Kinder erfolgen soll. Die "hohe" Sprache ist jetzt Englisch. Deutsch wird
nur noch als eine niedere Volkssprache betrachtet, deren Besitz ihren Kindern gerade die leuchtende
Zukunft in Aufsichtsräten und Vorständen verbaut.
http://finanzcrash.com/forum/read.php?1,64079,64091#msg-64091
2 Generationen nach der "Entnazifizierung"...
Geschrieben von undecided am 16.12.2009 14:01:12:
... tragen Umerziehung und Gehirnwäsche endlich richtig Früchte und die Deutschen schaffen
sich und ihre Jahrhunderte alte Kultur endgültig ab.Wir wissen ja schließlich alle,
von Luther zu Hitler führt eine direkte Linie, und das Deutsche war schon immer böse.
Wie anders ist da doch die Anglo-amerikanische Kultur, mit all ihren humanitären
Wohltaten von der Befreiung der Indianer, bis zur Befriedung von Hiroshima, Dresden
und Bagdad. Bei dieser kulturellen Überlegenheit müssen wir einfach auch deren
Sprache übernehmen!
Gruß, u.

http://www.wakenews.net/html/ap_chem.html
AP (Associated Press)
berichtet, dass Chemtrails Realität sind!
Die US-Regierung führt bereits Geo-Engineering - (Erdveränderungs-) Programme durch

Die internationale Presseagentur Associated Press (AP) hat am 08.04.09 berichtet, dass die Obama Administration Gespräche über ein mögliches "Geo-Engineering", einer künstlichen Veränderung des
Erd-Klimas um die globale Erwärmung mittels "Einbringen von Schmutzteilchen in der oberen
Atmosphäre um die Strahlen der Sonne zu reflektieren, geführt hat." Doch, solche Programme sind
seit einiger Zeit in großem Maßstab in Form von Chemtrail – Sprühen im Gange in enger
Zusammenarbeit von regierungsnahen Universitäten und Behörden.
Der AP-Bericht stellt fest, dass Obamas Wissenschaftsberater John Holdren darauf drängt zu
erforschen mittels radikaler Erdveränderungs - Programme den Effekt eines „künstlichen
Vulkanausbruchs" zu erreichen. Trotzdem Holdren zugibt, dass diese Maßnahmen "schwere
Nebenwirkungen“ haben könnten, fügte er hinzu, "wir könnten verzweifelt genug sein, um zu solchen
Mitteln zu greifen."
"Holdren, ein 65-jähriger Physiker, ist bei weitem nicht allein damit das Geo-Engineering ernst zu
nehmen. Die Nationale Akademie der Wissenschaften (National Academy of Science)ist dabei, die
Klima-Bastelei zum Thema des ersten Workshops in ihrem neuen Programm der multidisziplinären
Herausforderungen zum Thema Klima zu machen. Das britische Parlament hat sich ebenfalls mit
dieser Idee beschäftigt ", berichtet AP.
"Die Amerikanische Meterologische Gesellschaft (The American Meteorological Society) ist dabei,
eine Erklärung zu Geo-Engineering (Anm.: künstliche Erdveränderung) zu erarbeiten, die besagt, "es
ist vernünftig das Potenzial von Geo-Engineering zu berücksichtigen, seine Grenzen zu verstehen und
einen ungeprüften Einsatz zu vermeiden. "
Jedoch eine zurückliegende Studie und laufende Programme in der Besprühung der oberen
Atmosphäre bestätigen, dass sich die Regierung schon seit Jahren aktiv in diesem Bereich betätigt.

Das Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM: atmosphärische Strahlung Messung)-Programm
wurde im Jahr 1989 mit Mitteln aus dem US-Department of Energy (DOE: Energieministerium)
finanziert und durch das DOE's Office of Science (Wissenschaftsbüro)gefördert und von dem Office
of Biological and Environmental Research (Biologisches und Umwelttechnisches Forschungsbüro)
gemanaged.
Eines der ARM-Programme mit dem Titel <Indirekte und Semi-Direkte Aerosol Kampagne
(ISDAC)>, zielt auf die Messung der "Wolkensimulationen" und "Aerosol-Einbringungen".
Ein weiteres Programm im Rahmen des atmosphärischen Wissenschaftsprogramms des Department of
Energy's (DOE) richtet sich an, "die Entwicklung umfassenden Verständnisses der atmosphärischen
Prozesse, die den Transport-, Umwandlungs- und Endprozess der Energie-relevanten Chemikalienund Partikelstoffspuren zu kontrollieren."
Auf der DOE - Website heißt es, "Der aktuelle Schwerpunkt des Programms ist die durch versprühte
Aerosole strahlungsbezogene künstliche Klimaänderung: die Entstehung und Entwicklung von
Aerosolen und Aerosol-Eigenschaften, die direkte und indirekte Einflüsse auf das Klima und den
Klimawandel beinhalten."
US-Regierungs-Wissenschaftler sind bereits dabei, den Himmel mit dem Säure-Regen verursachenden
Schadstoff Schwefeldioxid in einem Versuch zur Bekämpfung der globalen Erwärmung durch "GeoEngineering" der Erde zu bombardieren, trotz der Tatsache, dass die Injektion von Aerosolen in der
oberen Atmosphäre zu einer Vielzahl von sowohl bekannten, als auch unbekannten Gefahren führt.
Der Vorschlag Schwefeldioxid in der Atmosphäre auszubringen um zu versuchen das Sonnenlicht zu
reflektieren wurde in einem Londoner Guardian im September 2008 erschienenen Artikel mit dem
Titel, Geo-Engineering: Die radikale Ideen zur Bekämpfung der globalen Erwärmung, in dem Ken
Caldeira, ein führender Klima-Wissenschaftler an der Carnegie Institution in Stanford, Kalifornien,
die Idee einbrachte die Atmosphäre mit Aerosolen zu injizieren, diskutiert.
"Eine Möglichkeit ist es, Partikel in die Stratosphäre zu verstreuen“, erklärt der Artikel. "Caldeira
nennt eine Idee zur Umsetzung, dass Jumbo-Jets in der oberen Atmosphäre Wolken aus winzigen
Partikeln versprühen, so etwa Schwefeldioxid. Etwa 1 Million Tonnen Schwefeldioxid pro Jahr
verteilt über 10 km² in der Atmosphäre wären genug, um ausreichende Mengen von Sonnenlicht
abzustrahlen. "
Experimente ähnlich Caldeiras Vorschlag werden bereits durch die von der US-Regierung
unterstützten Wissenschaftler durchgeführt wie die auf dem US-Department of Energy's (DOE)
Savannah River National Laboratory in Aiken, S.C., die im vergangenen Jahr begannen, Studien
durchzuführen, die beinhalten riesige Mengen von Partikeln zu versprühen, in diesem Fall "poröser
ummantelter Glas Mikrosphären," in die Stratosphäre.
Das Projekt ist eng mit einer Idee des Nobelpreisträgers Paul Crutzen verbunden, der vorschlug
"Boeing 747 Flugzeuge aufsteigen zu lassen und riesige Mengen von Schwefel-Partikeln in die weit
reicht der Stratosphäre zu versprühen um die Atmosphäre abzukühlen."
Solche Programme kratzen nur an der Oberfläche dessen, was wahrscheinlich mittels von gewaltigen
und übergreifenden „Black Budgets“ (schwarze, geheime Budgets) finanzierten Projekten zum GeoEngineering der Erde, mit wenig oder gar ohne Rücksicht vor den unbekannten Folgen, die das für die
Umwelt hervorbringen könnte.
Was passiert, wenn die Umwelt mit Schwefeldioxid beladen ist, ist bekannt und ist schon schlimm
genug, da die Verbindung der Hauptbestandteil des sauren Regens ist, der nach der EPA
(Environment Protection Administration = US-Umweltbehörde) "Hauptursache der Versauerung von
Seen und Bächen und trägt zur Beschädigung von Bäumen auf Bergen (z. B. Rotfichten über 2000
Fuß (ca. 600 Meter) und vielen sensiblen Waldböden bei. Darüber hinaus, beschleunigt saurer Regen

den Verfall von Baustoffen und Farben, darunter unersetzliche Gebäude, Statuen und Skulpturen, die
Teil unseres kulturellen Erbes der Nation sind. "
Die gesundheitlichen Auswirkungen vom Bombardement aus dem Himmel mit Schwefeldioxid allein
sind genug, um ernsthaft darüber zu zweifeln, ob solche Programme überhaupt zugelassen werden
sollten.
Die folgenden Auswirkungen auf die Gesundheit im Zusammenhang mit Schwefel sind bekannt:
- Neurologische (nervliche) Wirkungen und Verhaltensänderungen
- Störung der Blutzirkulation
- Herz-Schäden
- Auswirkungen auf die Augen und das Sehvermögen
- Fortpflanzungsdefekte
- Schäden am Immunsystem
- Magen- und Magen-Darm-Erkrankung
- Schäden an Leber und Nieren-Funktionen
- Hörschäden
- Störungen des Hormon-Stoffwechsel
- Dermatologische Auswirkungen
- Atembeklemmungen und Lungenembolie
Nach Angaben der Lenntech - Website, "Labor-Tests mit Tieren haben gezeigt, dass Schwefel zu
schweren Schäden in der Blutzirkulation der Gehirn-Venen, dem Herzen und den Nieren führen
können. Diese Untersuchungen haben auch ergeben, dass bestimmte Formen von Schwefel dazu
führen können, dass Föten geschädigt werden und angeborene Defekte entstehen. Mütter können
durch die Muttermilch auch Schwefel-Vergiftung auf ihre Kinder übertragen. Schließlich kann
Schwefel die internen Enzym-Systeme von Tieren schädigen. "
Fred Singer, der Präsident des Science Environmental Policy Project(Projekt für
Umweltwissenschaftliche Politik) und ein Skeptiker der vom Menschen verursachten globalen
Erwärmungs Theorien, warnt davor, dass die Folgen vom Herumbasteln am empfindlichen ÖkoSystem unseres Planeten weit reichende Gefahren haben könnte.
"Wenn man das andauernd tut, würde das die Ozonschicht niederdrücken und bewirken, dass alle
möglichen anderen Probleme entstehen, die die Leute eher zu vermeiden versuchen würden ", sagte
Singer.
Auch der Chef-Wissenschaftler von Greenpeace-UK, Doug Parr - ein überzeugter Verfechter
der vom Menschen verursachten globalen Erwärmungs-Erklärung - hat dies verurteilt und
bezeichnet Geo-Engineering der Erde als "abwegig" und "gefährlich".
Stephen Schneider von der Stanford University, der vor kurzem einen Vorschlag für einen
bizarre Plan entwickelt hat, Raumschiffe in die oberen Atmosphäre zu schicken, die dazu
verwendet werden könnten diese zu blockieren, räumt ein, dass Geo-Engineering dazu führen
kann, dass "Konflikte zwischen den Nationen entstehen, wenn Geo-Engineering-Projekte schief
gehen."
Angesichts all dieser unmittelbaren Gefahren im Zusammenhang mit dem Beschuss der
Atmosphäre mit Schwefeldioxid, zusammen mit den unbekannten Gefahren der anderen GeoEngineering-Projekte, sind viele Menschen besorgt darüber, dass "chemtrails" ein geheimer
Bestandteils dieses gleichen Projektes sind um das Öko - System der Erde zu verändern.

Diese Grafik zeigt auf, " Aluminiumpulver und Bariumoxid werden in der oberen Atmosphäre von
Flugzeugen versprüht um den planetaren Reflexionsgrad (Albedo) zu erhöhen und Wolkendecken zu
erzeugen." Hohe Mengen an Barium wurden in Stoffen entdeckt, die mit chemtrails in Verbindung
gebracht werden.
Berichte von chemtrails, ausfiedernde Jet-Kondensstreifen emittiert von Flugzeugen, die stundenlang
in der Luft hängen und sich nicht auflösen, oft den Himmel im Zick-Zack-Muster verhängen, haben in
den letzten 10 Jahren drastisch zugenommen. Manche spekulieren, dass sie Teil eines RegierungsProgramms seien um das Klima zu ändern, Menschen gegen bestimmte Krankheitserreger zu
beimpfen oder Menschen sogar als Teil eines geplanten Bevölkerungs-Reduzierungs-Programms zu
vergiften.
Bei der Google-Suche findet man Diskussionen, so wie dieses Beispiel, dass Schwefeldioxid als
Bestandteil von Jet-Treibstoff beigemischt wird um diese während ganz normaler kommerzieller
Linien-Flüge weltweit zu versprühen.
"Ich schlage vor, dass sowohl die Schwefeldioxid-, als auch die Silikat-Teilchen in der Stratosphäre
durch Auflösen eines Zusatzstoffes im Jet Kerosin versprüht werden können ", schreibt der Ingenieur
John Gorman, der die Experimente zur Prüfung der Durchführbarkeit eines solchen Szenarios
durchgeführt hat.
"Wir möchten Brennstoff nutzen mit speziellen Zusatzstoff, wenn die Flugzeuge in der unteren
Stratosphäre hin und her fliegen", fügt er hinzu.

Anfang dieses Jahres, ergab eine Untersuchung von KSLA News, dass eine Substanz, die aus einem
chemtrail aus grosser Höhe auf die Erde herunterkam, die hohe Anteile von Barium (6,8 ppm) und
Blei (8,2 ppm,) sowie Spuren anderer Chemikalien wie Arsen, Chrom, Cadmium, Selen und Silber
beinhaltete. Bis auf eines, sind alle Metalle, einige davon sind giftig, während einige nur selten oder
nie so in der Natur vorkommen.
Die Nachrichtensendungen konzentrieren sich auf Barium, die wie ihre Nachforschungen zeigen, ein
"Markenzeichen der chemtrails sind." KSLA hat in seinen Proben Barium mit 6,8 ppm gefunden
"mehr als sechs Mal so giftig als von der EPA zugelassen." Das Louisiana Department of
Environmental Quality ( Umweltqualitätskontrollbehörde ) bestätigte das hohe Niveau der BariumKonzentration als "sehr ungewöhnlich", aber weist in der Diskussion mit KSLA darauf hin, dass "der
Nachweis der Quelle eine ganz andere Sache sei".
KSLA hat auch Mark Ryan, Direktor des Poison Control Center, (Giftkontrollzentrum) zu den
Auswirkungen von Barium auf den menschlichen Körper befragt. Ryan erklärte, dass "kurzfristiger
Kontakt dazu führen kann, dass von Magen- zu Brustschmerzen alles passieren könnte und bei
langfristigem Aussetzen des Körpers mit diesem Stoff Blutdruck-Probleme auftreten." The Poison
Control Center (Giftkontrollzentrum) berichtet weiter, dass Langzeit-Exposition, wie bei jedem
schädlichen Stoff, zu einer Schwächung des Immunsystems führen würde, die für viele spekulative
Gruppen der eigentliche Zweck einer solchen vom Menschen geschaffenen chemischen Versprühung
sind.
Tatsächlich wurde wiederholt Bariumoxid als Hauptbestandteil von Verunreinigung festgestellt, die
im Verdacht von Geo-Engineering – Experimenten stehen.
KSLA hat auch aerosol-chemische Tests in ihrem historischen Kontext untersucht, wobei eine
umfangreiche Reihe von nicht geheimen Tests festgestellt wurden, die in 1977 zu US-SenatsAnhörungen führten. Diese Tests beinhalteten das Experimentieren mit biochemischen Verbindungen
an der Bevölkerung. KSLA berichtet, dass "239 besiedelten Gebieten mit biologischen Arbeitsstoffen
zwischen 1949 und 1969 besprüht wurden."
Einer der anerkannten Binsenweisheiten der wissenschaftlichen Studien ist die Tatsache, dass,
wenn Wissenschaftler eine Idee vorstellen, dass dann diese Wissenschaftler mittels Geldern aus
schwarzen-Budgets geheimer Regierungstöpfe, diese Arbeiten bereits längst ausführen.
Es ist sehr wahrscheinlich, dass chemtrails nur eine Manifestation von "Geo-Engineering" sind,
die stattfinden, ohne eine angemessene öffentliche Diskussion, Genehmigung oder eine andere
Form der Legalität zu besitzen und mit einer geradezu gleichgültigen Missachtung der
potenziellen Gefahren für unsere Gesundheit und unsere Umwelt.
Frei übersetzt von WakeNews ©
für alle, die aufwachen wollen!
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Obama’s Plan To “Geo-Engineer” The Planet Mirrors CFR Policy Documents
•

Steve Watson
Infowars.net
Thursday, April 9, 2009

The Obama administration’s announcement that it is to
consider radical planetary “geo-engineering”, such as
“shooting pollution particles into the upper atmosphere to
reflect the sun’s rays”, exactly mirrors recent publications
penned by the elite Council On Foreign Relations.
Yesterday the Associated Press reported that the Obama
administration has held discussions regarding the possibility
of “geo-engineering” the earth’s climate to counter global
warming.
The AP report states that Obama’s science advisor John
Holdren is pushing for radical terra forming programs to be explored such as creating an “artificial
volcano”. Despite Holdren’s admission that such measures could have “grave side effects,” he added
that, “we might get desperate enough to want to use it.”
Such ideas exactly mirror those put forth by the CFR in previous years.
In briefing notes (PDF) published in May 2008 from the CFR’s Geoengineering: Workshop on
Unilateral Planetary Scale Geoengineering, the elite internationalist group lays out the exact same
radical ideas now being touted by the Obama administration.
The following excerpts are taken from the document:
Geoengineering Strategies
Among all geoengineering schemes, those currently considered most feasible involve increasing the
planetary albedo, that is, reflecting more sunlight back into space before it can be absorbed. There
are a number of different methods that could be used to increase the planet’s reflectivity:
1. Add more small reflecting particles in the upper part of the atmosphere (the stratosphere which is
located between 15 and 50 kilometers above the Earth’s surface).
2. Add more clouds in the lower part of the atmosphere (the troposphere)
3. Place various kinds of reflecting objects in space either near the earth or at a stable location
between the earth and the sun.
4. Change large portions of the planet’s land cover from things that are dark (absorbing) such as
trees to things that are light (reflecting) such as open snowcover or grasses.
[…]
Stratospheric Aerosols that might be engineered to migrate to particular regions (e.g. over the arctic)
or to rise above the stratospher (so as not to interfere in stratospheric chemistry).
Adding more of the right kind of fine particles to the stratosphere can increase the amount of sunlight
that is reflected back into space.
Applied to geoengineering, various technologies could be used to loft particles into the stratosphere,
such as naval guns, rockets, hot air balloons or blimps, or a fleet of highflying aircraft. Potential
types of particles for injection include sulfur dioxide, aluminum oxide dust or even designer selflevitating aerosols.

The CFR’s geo-engineering research program is directed by
David G. Victor a Professor at Stanford Law School and an
Adjunct Senior Fellow at the Council on Foreign Relations.
Also involved are M. Granger Morgan, head of Carnegie
Mellon University’s Department of Engineering, Jay Apt,
Professor of Engineering and Public Policy at Carnegie
Mellon University, and John Steinbruner, Professor of
Public Policy and Director of the Center for International
and Security Studies at the University of Maryland.
In an article entitled The Geoengineering Option: A Last
Resort Against Global Warming? published in this month’s
Foreign Affairs, the CFR’s monthly magazine, the directors
once again lay out their ideas for planetary terraforming, calling for a worldwide 60-80 percent cut in
carbon emissions.
Obama’s push toward a so called “cap and trade” carbon taxation program is also a direct descendant
of Victor et al’s CFR policy formation.
A CFR geo-engineering meeting summary document from 1999 (PDF pages 12,13,14) also
categorically states that the ultimate goal under “A technology strategy for global warming” is the
implementation of a global Carbon Tax.
The memo also pedantically explains how the perceived fear of global warming can be used to sell to
Americans what is essentially a tax on air:
“While taxing tea pales in comparison to taxing air as a perceived government affront, the clear
benefits of a taxation policy to combat global warming might convince even the descendents of our
tax-resistant Founding Fathers.”
The tentative announcement by the Obama administration of the existence of geoengineering research
programs is a first step toward introducing the idea to the wider public.
However, as we highlighted in our master article yesterday, geo-engineering is undoubtedly already
being conducted by government-affiliated universities, government agencies, and on a mass scale
through chemtrail spraying.
Such programs merely scratch the surface of what is likely to be a gargantuan and overarching blackbudget funded project to terraform the planet, with little or no care for the unknown environmental
consequences this could engender.
Further Research: Here is an extremely valuable file folder containing 8 PDFs, all published by the
CFR, and all concerning their Geo-Engineering Program.

http://www.prisonplanet.com/the-government-is-already-geo-engineering-the-environment.html
The Government Is Already “Geo-Engineering” The Environment
The Associated Press reports that Obama administration is considering radical terra forming programs
to stop “global warming,” but universities and government agencies are already doing it, while mass
aerosol spraying campaigns have been ongoing for over a decade through the use of chemtrails

Paul Joseph Watson
Prison Planet.com
Wednesday, April 8, 2009
The Associated Press reports today that the Obama administration has held discussions regarding the
possibility of “geo-engineering” the earth’s climate to counter global warming by “shooting pollution
particles into the upper atmosphere to reflect the sun’s rays.” However, such programs are already
being conducted by government-affiliated universities, government agencies, and on a mass scale
through chemtrail spraying.
The AP report states that Obama’s science advisor John Holdren is pushing for radical terra forming
programs to be explored such as creating an “artificial volcano”. Despite Holdren’s admission that
such measures could have “grave side effects,” he added that, “we might get desperate enough to want
to use it.”
“Holdren, a 65-year-old physicist, is far from alone in taking geoengineering more seriously. The
National Academy of Science is making climate tinkering the subject of its first workshop in its new
multidiscipline climate challenges program. The British parliament has also discussed the idea,”
reports AP.
“The American Meteorological Society is crafting a policy statement on geoengineering that says “it
is prudent to consider geoengineering’s potential, to understand its limits and to avoid rash
deployment.”

However, a study of past and ongoing upper atmosphere aerosol programs confirms that the
government has been active in this field for years.
(ARTICLE CONTINUES BELOW)

The Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) Program was created in 1989 with funding from the
U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) and is sponsored by the DOE’s Office of Science and managed by
the Office of Biological and Environmental Research.
One of ARM’s programs, entitled Indirect and Semi-Direct Aerosol Campaign (ISDAC), is aimed at
measuring “cloud simulations” and “aerosol retrievals”.
Another program under the Department of Energy’s Atmospheric Science Program is directed
towards, “developing comprehensive understanding of the atmospheric processes that control the
transport, transformation, and fate of energy related trace chemicals and particulate matter.”
The DOE website states that, “The current focus of the program is aerosol radiative forcing of
climate: aerosol formation and evolution and aerosol properties that affect direct and indirect
influences on climate and climate change.”
U.S. government scientists are already bombarding the skies with the acid-rain causing pollutant
sulphur dioxide in an attempt to fight global warming by “geo-engineering” the planet, despite the fact
that injecting aerosols into the upper atmosphere carries with it a host of both known and unknown
dangers.
The proposal to disperse sulphur dioxide in an attempt to reflect sunlight was discussed in a
September 2008 London Guardian article entitled, Geoengineering: The radical ideas to combat
global warming, in which Ken Caldeira, a leading climate scientist based at the Carnegie Institution in
Stanford, California, promoted the idea of injecting the atmosphere with aerosols.
“One approach is to insert “scatterers” into the stratosphere,” states the article. “Caldeira cites an idea
to deploy jumbo jets into the upper atmosphere and deposit clouds of tiny particles there, such as
sulphur dioxide. Dispersing around 1m tonnes of sulphur dioxide per year across 10m square
kilometres of the atmosphere would be enough to reflect away sufficient amounts of sunlight.”
Experiments similar to Caldeira’s proposal are already being carried out by U.S. government -backed
scientists, such as those at the U.S. Department of Energy’s (DOE) Savannah River National
Laboratory in Aiken, S.C, who last year began conducting studies which involved shooting huge
amounts of particulate matter, in this case “porous-walled glass microspheres,” into the stratosphere.
The project is closely tied to an idea by Nobel Prize winner Paul Crutzen, who “proposed sending
aircraft 747s to dump huge quantities of sulfur particles into the far-reaches of the stratosphere to cool
down the atmosphere.”

Such programs merely scratch the surface of what is likely to be a gargantuan and overarching blackbudget funded project to geo-engineer the planet, with little or no care for the unknown environmental
consequences this could engender.
What is known about what happens when the environment is loaded with sulphur dioxide is bad
enough, since the compound is the main component of acid rain, which according to the EPA “Causes
acidification of lakes and streams and contributes to the damage of trees at high elevations (for
example, red spruce trees above 2,000 feet) and many sensitive forest soils. In addition, acid rain
accelerates the decay of building materials and paints, including irreplaceable buildings, statues, and
sculptures that are part of our nation’s cultural heritage.”
The health effects of bombarding the skies with sulphur dioxide alone are enough to raise serious
questions about whether such programs should even be allowed to proceed.
The following health effects are linked with exposure to sulphur.
- Neurological effects and behavioral changes
- Disturbance of blood circulation
- Heart damage
- Effects on eyes and eyesight
- Reproductive failure
- Damage to immune systems
- Stomach and gastrointestinal disorder
- Damage to liver and kidney functions
- Hearing defects
- Disturbance of the hormonal metabolism
- Dermatological effects
- Suffocation and lung embolism
According to the LennTech website, “Laboratory tests with test animals have indicated that sulfur can
cause serious vascular damage in veins of the brains, the heart and the kidneys. These tests have also
indicated that certain forms of sulfur can cause foetal damage and congenital effects. Mothers can
even carry sulfur poisoning over to their children through mother milk. Finally, sulfur can damage the
internal enzyme systems of animals.”
Fred Singer, president of the Science Environmental Policy Project and a skeptic of man-made global
warming theories, warns that the consequences of tinkering with the planet’s delicate eco-system
could have far-reaching dangers.
“If you do this on a continuous basis, you would depress the ozone layer and cause all kinds of other
problems that people would rather avoid,” said Singer.
Even Greenpeace’s chief UK scientist – a staunch advocate of the man-made global warming
explanation – Doug Parr has slammed attempts to geo-engineer the planet as “outlandish” and
“dangerous”.
Stephen Schneider of Stanford University, who recently proposed a bizarre plan to send spaceships
into the upper atmosphere that would be used to block out the Sun, admits that geo-engineering could
cause “conflicts between nations if geoengineering projects go wrong.”
Given all the immediate dangers associated with bombarding the atmosphere with sulphur dioxide,
along with the unknown dangers of other geo-engineering projects, many people are concerned that
“chemtrails” are a secret component of the same agenda to alter the Earth’s eco-system.

This graphic proposes, “Spraying aluminum powder and barium oxide into high levels of the
atmosphere, again delivered by aircraft, to increase planetary reflectance (albedo) and cloud cover.”
High levels of barium have been found in substances associated with chemtrails.
Reports of chemtrails, jet plumes emitted from planes that hang in the air for hours and do not
dissipate, often blanketing the sky in criss-cross patterns, have increased dramatically over the last 10
years. Many have speculated that they are part of a government program to alter climate, inoculate
humans against certain pathogens, or even to toxify humans as part of a population reduction agenda.
In conducting Google searches, one finds discussion, such as this example, of using sulphur dioxide as
a jet fuel additive to be dispersed over the world during routine commercial flights.
“I suggest that both the sulphur dioxide and the silica particles could be delivered into the stratosphere
by dissolving an additive in jet aviation fuel,” writes engineer John Gorman, who has conducted
experiments to test the feasibility of such a scenario.
“We would want to burn fuel containing the additive specifically when the aircraft was cruising in the
lower stratosphere,” he adds.
Earlier this year, KSLA news investigation found that a substance that fell to earth from a high
altitude chemtrail contained high levels of Barium (6.8 ppm) and Lead (8.2 ppm) as well as trace
amounts of other chemicals including arsenic, chromium, cadmium, selenium and silver. Of these, all
but one are metals, some are toxic while several are rarely or never found in nature.
The newscast focuses on Barium, which its research shows is a “hallmark of chemtrails.” KSLA
found Barium levels in its samples at 6.8 ppm or “more than six times the toxic level set by the EPA.”
The Louisiana Department of Environmental Quality confirmed that the high levels of Barium were

“very unusual,” but commented that “proving the source was a whole other matter” in its discussion
with KSLA.
KSLA also asked Mark Ryan, Director of the Poison Control Center, about the effects of Barium on
the human body. Ryan commented that “short term exposure can lead to anything from stomach to
chest pains and that long term exposure causes blood pressure problems.” The Poison Control Center
further reported that long-term exposure, as with any harmful substance, would contribute to
weakening the immune system, which many speculate is the purpose of such man-made chemical
trails.
Indeed, barium oxide has cropped up repeatedly as a contaminant from suspected geoengineering
experimentation.
KSLA also put aerosolized-chemical testing in its historical context, citing a voluminous number of
unclassified tests exposed in 1977 Senate hearings. The tests included experimenting with
biochemical compounds on the public. KSLA reports that “239 populated areas were contaminated
with biological agents between 1949 and 1969.”
One of the accepted truisms of scientific study is the fact that if scientists are proposing an idea, then
those scientists with access to the bottomless pit of black-budget secret government funding are
already doing it.
It is highly likely that chemtrails are merely one manifestation of “geo-engineering” that is taking
place without proper debate, notification or any form of legality, and with a callous disregard for the
potential dangers to both our health and our environment.
Prison Planet.tv Members Can Watch Fall Of The Republic Right Now Online - Don't Miss Out!
Get Your Subscription Today!

CANCER CONSPIRACY? Are "they" suppressing the cure? Will YOU be the next victim?
Learn the Secret Truth! - READ FULL STORY
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118 Responses to “The Government Is Already “Geo-Engineering” The Environment”
1. dave t Says:
April 8th, 2009 at 2:54 pm
that video is from more than a year ago, that picture looks like it was done by a 5th grader and
I think the amount of scare tactics without actual proof kind of discredits the whole story
Jackson Reply:
April 8th, 2009 at 5:42 pm
The proof, as you call it, is in the lab results. Weren’t you listening?
Jackson Reply:
April 8th, 2009 at 7:39 pm

There is also a fat amount of proof in my deep and gaping asshole. If you’d like, I can open it
up and let you climb in. I like it licked hard and fast.
illwillss Reply:
April 15th, 2009 at 4:23 am
its scary above my head
hey, whachu spraying?
2. european slave Says:
April 8th, 2009 at 2:54 pm
National Academy of Sciences
Policy Implications of Greenhouse Warming Mitigation, Adaptation & the Science Base
(1992)
943 Pages (check p 59,61,81-82,447-460,….)
http://www.scribd.com/doc/4294.....-Base-1992
other sourcedocs:
http://www.scribd.com/people/d.....lder/30089
3. Duckets Says:
April 8th, 2009 at 2:55 pm
Are they really using “GLOBAL WARMING” as their excuse? Can’t wait for the
Revolution…
The Revolution WILL NOT be televised.
skywatch Reply:
April 8th, 2009 at 3:29 pm
global warming AND global dimming are occurring at the same time
Ducket Reply:
April 8th, 2009 at 7:44 pm
I’ll tell you what I am waiting for…I’m waiting for a big hard cock to fill my mouth and jab
the back of my throat…in and out in and out…I really want to feel that thing fill my grill, if
you will. please, eradf give it to me. please.
Jay Reply:
April 8th, 2009 at 8:33 pm
Get out of our computer chairs?
The TRUTH hurts!!! Doesn’t it!!!
illwillss Reply:
April 15th, 2009 at 4:27 am
the revolution was bought by obama, then sold to a tee shirt company who now has every
wanna- be- revolutionary wearing che shirts….

OH YEAH ,…FUCK URBAN OUTFITTERS!!! for carrying so many OBAMA fucking
gear!!!
bandwagon to the bottom..hop on..looks sooo fashionable!
we’re screwed.
hold your nose…glug glug
4. skywatch Says:
April 8th, 2009 at 3:27 pm
that barium newscast is fail because it goes off assumption and not hard fact… no where in the
weather mod industry is there any reference to barium being used as a cloud nucleus. sure
barium is found in samples but that doesnt mean they came from chemtrails.. they very well
could have.. but there is no solid evidence… this is not data to bank on when presenting
information on chemtrails.
_________________________________________________
(barium was mentioned to potentially be used as a fuel additive but this was also mentioned
that since it is very toxic it was not a preferred method. calcium was mentioned to be the
preferred fuel additive in that patent. also…
_________________________________________________
Barium was mentioned in a NASA patent to be used in the ionosphere in efforts to study ion
clouds. this is 200+km above ground.. well into orbit…)
_________________________________________________
barium is a known cause of Multiple Sclerosis according to NIST.
any aluminum reference is also fail.
weather mod chemicals are:
- silver iodide
- ammonium iodide
- bismuth triiodide (military use only)
- carbon dioxide (in DRY ICE FORM ONLY.
)
asdf Reply:
April 8th, 2009 at 4:35 pm
skywatch you clearly haven’t been in a government black program
http://neoreplicant.blogspot.com
Tom Reply:
April 8th, 2009 at 5:32 pm
Many websites list Barium as a chemical used in chemtrails. It’s there because it KILLS!! Any
amount is lethal, and it just floats back down to earth after it’s sprayed. There is no global
warming, and chemtrails are perfect proof. The whole global warming “issue” is so that when
you see the chemtrails, you won’t realize what’s really happening.

skywatch Reply:
April 8th, 2009 at 5:53 pm
MY BROTHERS
lol..
stay away from websites that proxy sources
SEARCH OUT SOURCES and you will know what is valid and what is not
please stop banking off assumptions and corrupt data.. for it is hurting the efforts in making
weathermod public.. people still believe it to be science fiction
the counter culture is its own worse enemy
illwillss Reply:
April 15th, 2009 at 4:29 am
yo whats your exact argument?
warship Reply:
April 9th, 2009 at 12:31 am
perhaps they are putting outthe barium as a happy lil bonus, you know somthing to help
repress everyones immune system.
THIRD PARTY Reply:
April 9th, 2009 at 7:00 am
DRINKING KOOLAIDS AGAIN HEY.
5. skywatch Says:
April 8th, 2009 at 3:32 pm
the internet keeps all data valid and current despite the recorded date
this is why we have Rockefeller who went on record in a hearing stating that the internet
should have never been invented….
people need to learn to brain… they need to jump out of any embedded conundrum and utilize
deductive reasoning and critical thinking; cross reference and research to weed out the fluff
and filler.
graze well my woolly brother
skywatch Reply:
April 8th, 2009 at 5:52 pm
careful there whilst utilizing general castings
DIY Reply:
April 8th, 2009 at 6:44 pm

I’ve been off my computer chair for a while. Don’t be the pot calling the kettle black, why
don’t you get off the chair with me and hand out DVDs and educate everyone you meet? I lost
count of all the folks. Every opportunity I get, I wake someone up. It’s easier now than ever
with the bailouts and the economy in freefall.
Janice Reply:
April 9th, 2009 at 3:41 am
from the fullness of the heart the mouth speaks
illwillss Reply:
April 15th, 2009 at 4:20 am
truthers lol
whats everybody else?
falsers?
which can be called suckers if u angle it.
word, fuck truth!
deluded reality is safer
6. ChangeTheRide Says:
April 8th, 2009 at 3:42 pm
I have been documenting the activity in Dallas for months now. I have a couple of clips up on
my YouTube page: http://www.youtube.com/user/changetheride
Absolute proof of Chemtrails:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-afMDA4iwYA
7. ron Says:
April 8th, 2009 at 3:49 pm
they just cant leave stuff alone!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
8. WordClock Says:
April 8th, 2009 at 3:50 pm
To all the skeptics here. There have been many News Agencies report about chemtrails and
how the government in involved. Here is all the proof you need:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GOl8L65Yalc
9. johno Says:
April 8th, 2009 at 4:01 pm
Yes, Global warming is being used to implement a one world global tax and to help institute
global government. Yes, 911 is fishy and needs independent investigation, but for goodness
sake stop with the stupid rhetoric of chemtrails. Go back to high school and redo your chem
classes. Burning of petrochemicals produces water. Water turns to ice at temps below 0
Degrees. Temp decreases 1 degree every 1000 ft. It’s over -50 degrees at the hight of most jet
liners. QED, Chemtrails are ice particles! Stop with the belittling of conspiracies that really
matter by diluting the arguments with extra unfounded conspiracies like chemtrails.

Norman Reply:
April 8th, 2009 at 5:33 pm
johno, I took chemistry in college. It is known that hydrocarbons burn to produce carbon
dioxide and water. Also the water does freeze and turn into ice crystals. These are the what
people call contrails. Because of the very dry conditions in the Stratosphere they dissipate very
rapidly (usually within minutes), Chemtrails are enhanced cloud formation by introducing
certain types of material that are very water absorbing. The little moisture in the stratosphere is
attracted to this material establishing a long lasting contrail that spreads out and becomes a
large cloud blocking out the sun.
There is a difference and I do believe all chemtrail researchers know this. On a given day you
can see one plane leave a chemtrail and the other just a contrail (I am not an expert but I do not
believe the stratosphere is a highly variable structure like the troposphere, why the variation?)
asdf Reply:
April 8th, 2009 at 5:39 pm
Scientific explanation of chemtrail spraying:
http://neoreplicant.blogspot.com
DIY Reply:
April 8th, 2009 at 6:48 pm
johno. read US patent 5003186 and hopefully you’ll wake up.
Norman Reply:
April 8th, 2009 at 8:25 pm
DIY
Thanks for the information on patent 5003186. It came out in 1991. Hope johno looks into it.
skywatch Reply:
April 9th, 2009 at 1:54 pm
http://www.freepatentsonline.com/5003186.html
this is the first reference that i have seen where aluminum is specifically mentioned to be
utilized in weather mod
Aluminum Oxide (Al2O3)
http://img123.imageshack.us/im.....dballs.png
looks like the flower of life in the pic above lol… mayhaps its the hexagonal structure ;p
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alumina
Thorium Oxide (thorium dioxide) (ThO2)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thorium_oxide
“It is produced mainly as a by-product of lanthanide and uranium production”

10. 15,000 YouTube Videos Says:
April 8th, 2009 at 4:22 pm
Chemtrails are Terrorism!
Stop Chemtrail Terrorism!
11. freedomworks Says:
April 8th, 2009 at 4:25 pm
to: Dave from Florida, caller to Alex Jones.
I agree with you that AJ exaggerates some stories. The AP article he talked about does not say
the government has admitted spraying. This type of exaggeration is bad for our credibility. I
take your point. Alex does not.
THIRD PARTY Reply:
April 9th, 2009 at 7:04 am
YOU MUST RESEARCH,AND YES THE GOV DOES ADMIT CHEMTRAILS,THEY
HAVE A PATENT ON IT.
12. st angel Says:
April 8th, 2009 at 4:46 pm
They are NOT out the Save the Planet- they are out to destroy people!
Global Warming is the Mother of All Global Eugenics programs!
http://mothereugenics.i8.com
————————–
13. Gary Says:
April 8th, 2009 at 4:52 pm
What’s wrong with a New World Order? Honestly? Does it make any difference?
Tom Reply:
April 8th, 2009 at 5:33 pm
Yes, it makes a difference. When people are free, they do what they want. When you have a
New World Order, you get murdered for thinking for yourself. Any questions?
Norman Reply:
April 8th, 2009 at 5:35 pm
Gary,
I would say it does make a difference. Do you think citizens living in the United States in the
1950’s had a better existence than Soviet citizens? If you believe there is a difference with
these two systems and living standard and degree of freedom then you will Honestly know
why I say NO to NWO!
14. momwth3kids Says:
April 8th, 2009 at 5:43 pm

Can anybody tell me howsulphur
gets in the mother’s milk and why it does that can it harm my 10 month daughter any answers
or advice will be a big help to me since I am a mom of 3 children. would anybody like to try to
explain to me what the side effects are and please put it in English language please so that I
can understand it?
15. Fescado Says:
April 8th, 2009 at 6:08 pm
Dr. Edward Teller:
Global Warming and Ice Ages: I. Prospects For Physics Based Modulation of Global Change,
DOE Technical Report, August 1996
http://www.osti.gov/cgi-bin/rd.....1&fp=N
There are multiple projects ongoing…
don’t forget the ‘Atmospheric Ducting Principle’
16. DIY Says:
April 8th, 2009 at 6:41 pm
Geoengineering the atmosphere was patented in 1991. US Patent 5003186 is basically what
Obama is calling for along with this Holden guy.
Check it out for yourself.
http://www.google.com/patents?.....dq=5003186
Vigliant in Chicago Reply:
April 8th, 2009 at 9:31 pm
THE BIGGEST LIE NEVER TOLD
Global warming/cooling is not man made.
All the planets in the solar system are heating up at the same rate.
Future Astronomical Events in Historical Prophecies
Rev 12:1
And there appeared a great wonder in heaven; a woman clothed with the sun, and the moon
under her feet, and upon her head a crown of twelve stars
Rev. 13:2
…and the dragon gave him his power, and his seat, and great authority.
As above, so below
These are actual astronomical events, 2012 is the Chinese Zodiacal year of the dragon and the
forgotten 13th constellation, the serpent bearer. This woman dressed in the sun is the Venus in
transit, which occurs at this time, and coincides with the precession of the equinox, whereas
the crown of twelve stars.
These events are preclusions to catastrophic events on Earth. The last Venus in transit was
May 2004, six months later was the greatest world catastrophe in recent time. The next Venus
in transit will be six months before December 2012.

In the Protocols of Zion it is stated, “Economic crises have been produced by us for the goyim
by no other means than the withdrawal of money from circulation.”
Currently I suspect that power is being consolidated by the Luciferian elites, so they can
ultimately build the solar shield that Roger Angel of the Steward Observatory proposes. Angel
is backed by the Vatican and obviously is working for the forces of darkness. Don’t let the
name fool you.
The Luciferians will need the world’s resources as well as slave labor. This shield, like
chemtrails and the Lucifer Project, is part of the agenda that will be put forward by the One
World Government.
Change is definitely coming and the Mayans, Sumerians, Egyptians, as well as many ancient
cultures knew it.
In the master alchemist Fulcanelli’s book: The Mystery of the Cathedrals, Esoteric
Intrepretation of the Hermetic Symbols of The Great Work, he reveals that secret societies hid
this knowledge in symbols.
The Cyclic Cross of Hendaye, designed to embody in symbolic code the date of Fulcanelli’s
“double catastrophe,” also functioned as the loose thread in the tapestry of “official” history.
The monument pointed to the mysteries of the apocalypse.
redhawk888 Reply:
April 9th, 2009 at 1:14 am
Very accurate, comrade. I have been swimming in research on this topic and all that are
applicable to it for years. Ultimately, the balance will be resolved. Apocalypse is not
necessarily an end. This must take place for transcendence to take place for those that choose
to evolve (beginning). Those who are caught up in the oppressing of the masses have already
chosen to be recycled into the universe. Their actions have written their names in stone tablet. I
am close with the Source/ Creator, as we all are innately. It is just so sad to see that those with
the power, knowledge, resources and leverage have zero integrity and are the furthest from the
source, as these are the individuals that have been given the ultimate test to spread LOVE
around, and have, in contrast, chosen to instill FEAR instead. I trust that one might relate them
to Lucifer. However, this can be a mistake. For, even Lucifer had a contract/ covenant with the
Source. Lucifer is , ultimately, a part of the entire ‘all that is’. They are not Lucifer, they only
refuse to acknowledge all in existence with eachother. They ABUSE dark and light works. The
truth is that there is not bad or good. There is only the misuse of the dark or the abuse of the
light. Our biggest step is the opening of the mass collective consciousness. Elimination of the
poisonous, synthetic industries and respectively celebrating the plant that heals the nations is
paramount in this historical ‘deja vu.’ It is all too obvious for us indigos and starseeds, etc. I,
myself, am anticipating these events calmly and secure with my connection with ALL beings,
animate and inanimate. Keep a steadfast hold on the truth that we all are born with.
Nevertheless, trust in the fact that there are accelerated beings above our dimension that are
merely waiting for a collective invitation to re-align everything to its source. The ‘gods’ of the
sky shall reveal that which is so mysterious to us (ie, ufos) and start the plan that they have
engineered so long ago. One love.
Pandoras out... Reply:
April 9th, 2009 at 6:43 am
Finally…… some truth

Soylent Green is Us! Reply:
April 9th, 2009 at 7:28 pm
Great interpretation and info, Vigilant in Chicago. I saw the thickest chemtrails I have ever
seen in my life, today, while I was at work. Whatever left them was traveling very fast…the
area I live & work in is not a high traffic area for commercial planes. Shortly thereafter, I saw
people looking to the sky and we saw an amazing sight. There were rainbow-colored clouds in
the same part of the sky where the chemtrails were left. I live in FL, and we’ve had very little
rain, so it was definitely not the result of a rainstorm. I went online and remembered seeing
videos of rainbow-colored clouds, over China, just before that major earthquake struck last
year. At first I thought the govt. was testing its HAARP technology, but the “GeoEngineering” plan sounds more plausible and equally sinister. I sincerely hope that more
people like yourselves are educating others who do not believe the lies we are being told, and
those who just don’t know what to believe anymore! It will take a ruthless clarity for all of us
to stand against the past, present, and future deception and crimes that our so-called “leaders
and officials” are committing.
Thanks, and God Bless
Dragon's Eye Reply:
April 11th, 2009 at 7:10 pm
Funny how we always seem to put the “Dragon’s” name to it all! It’s just a bunch of psychotic
control-freaks flexing their “imaginary” intellectual muscles and using the book,
“Revelations”, as their playbook! It gets so old when folks keep falling back on “scripture” and
religion as being the portenders of massive ill-will upon the world, while we are supposed to
ignore the fact that “religion” is a man-made institution to restrain the common-man’s criticalthinking and have us follow some ‘god’ to our own destruction! I am so sick of this nonsense
about this being the “Second Coming”, and these being the “Last Days”!
Come off of it, folks! The world has evil ruling it because for centuries WE HAVE
ALLOWED THESE “REPROBATES” TO GAIN CONTROL OF OUR MINDS AND,
THEREFORE, OUR SOULS!!! Have a spine and call a spade a spade, and a shovel a shovel!
The Protocols do tell a lot about the long-term plans for the world, but you won’t get very far
using them as reference because the originators and their ilk have successfully denied the
existence of and defended against accusations the planning and implementation of the
Protocols. Whether you truly believe in a Lucifer or not, these evil men ( and women ) are
cementing their plan to its conclusion and WE LET IT HAPPEN – FOR CENTURIES!!!
( And Dragon’s had NOTHING to do with any of it! )
We have the ability to spiritually-heal the world of all of its ills, without doctrine and
orthodoxy. The “church” couldn’t care any less what happens to any of us, just so long as the
alms keep pouring in!
Time to take a stand, folks! Now or never!
How many of you have watched your health “go down the tubes” over the last decade? How
many of you have nothing but problems with frequent respiratory-ailments? There are some of
us who are probably not going to make it in a few more years! Just add up all the vaccines,
food-borne poisons, poisoned water, and to top it all off; poisoned air! ( Let’s not forget those
‘Fluoride treatments at the dentist’s office! ) Some of us who have been screaming and
hollering for years about this garbage are simply not going to be here much longer the way
things are going! I know I have already made inner-peace with myself ( without the help of
any so-called ‘church of god’ ), and am quite ready to leave, fighting if necessary!

The 2012-connection is what has been “pegged”, by these ‘wonderful’ psychopaths, as the
date to unleash all-evils upon the world, by design! It is way past time to finally start fighting
back! This should have been many, many years ago! It’s no use saying that “civil
disobedience” is the only way; these globalists just won’t have to work as hard at mowing you
down! If that makes me a “rabble-rouser”, then call me what you will! I at least fight back
when my survival is at stake!!!
Ken Reply:
April 8th, 2009 at 9:38 pm
This is a GREAT link. Checkout starting on page 450 where they go into DETAIL about
geoengineering. This shows also that they at least believe that global warming from CO2 IS
REAL…this doesn’t mean the NWO isn’t using it to their advantage at the same time. It all
adds up.
17. CONSPIRACY THEORY Says:
April 8th, 2009 at 6:56 pm
If a picture says a thousand words, I think the photo for this article screams for attention. This
kind of stuff goes on with little or no explanation by our government. Are we just suppose to
accept feeling like mice in a lab?
If we are being dusted like crops, i’d like to know by who, and why. And who’s idea was this
anyway? Does congress even know? It’s all like a bad movie in which you are one of the
unwitting actors. I doubt even mounting up behind the FOIA would produce an “official
statement” on this one- at least not anything you’d see on CNN.
Of course this government does have an incredible track record of lying. Consistently
demonizing what’s good for you, and promoting what is harmful.
My best guess is that not only are they intentionally screwing the poor and middle class
financially, they are also soft killing us with this kind of stuff physically. Not to mention a
mass campaign of global psyops.
As usual, the corporate media will just imply that chemtrails “don’t exist” or are beneficial
somehow- same as FEMA “freedom” camps. lol
18. Ken Says:
April 8th, 2009 at 7:05 pm
Watch Recent Chemtrail Activity Dallas – http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cUaUNMWYelI
I’ve been documenting them for over a year now and they are EXPANDING their programs,
even after Obama came in.
19. Ken Says:
April 8th, 2009 at 7:27 pm
Mad Chemtrails in Dallas – http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cUaUNMWYelI
It is true, this is a black operation by the elite to control our use and their sale of oil by
geoengineering the planet to minimize the real effects of global warming. By artificially
cooling the globe, they can work on green solutions while they keep selling us oil.
This idea fits in perfectly with all the rest of the New World Order agenda.
Just because they are wanting to tax it, doesn’t mean it’s not real.
chemtrails are real and they are using them to control us and keep selling us oil.

Remember, the bush regime are oil barrons of the worst kind.
This is a covert DOE/Air Force operation for all NATO nations.
20. Say Yo to freedom Says:
April 8th, 2009 at 7:30 pm
I noticed chemtrails right off the bat in Portland, Oregon in the spring of 2000. We had a high
pressure system in place and I noticed these long contrails, highly unusual. Except that they
weren;t contrails which disapear quickly. I looked up in amazement as two planes crossed each
others trails forming the now familiar X. And the trails lingered and became high hazy clouds
and they formed. I beleive i was witnessing the first spray operations in the city at that time.
I’ve always been a sky watcher and these really stood out to me when they began. Subsequent
to that I’ve seen all the other phenomonon assosiated with the Aerosol spraying program. Like
the rainbow effect, the black line, 2 planes flying side by side in violation of FAA rules, low
chemtrail dispersals over the cascade mountains area at about 16 to 18,000 feet in a MD-80
white jet with red tail area. I’ve seen fluffy material gathered on my windshield of car in the
morning after a particularly heavy spraying day. The laying down of trails outside of the
known flight paths. It’s all so obvious and in our faces that it amazes me when people don’t
see them or ring any alarm bells. When people quickly dismiss all ideas of chemtrails with
their smug attitude that they know better than you what they are, that just makes me laugh at
them because little do they truly know that they don’t know what the hell they’re talking
about. These people are quite noisy nuisance.
Now, the last year or two there’s been a lot of these kind of story’s coming out about the need
to put trillions of tiny mirrors in the sky, or aluminum oxide out of airplaines to reflect the
light out into space. These are obviously being implanted into the sub conscious of the people
in order to get them used to the idea. Because in typical US government fashion, the program
is already under way, in full swing, and we the people are under assault from this program and
other low frequency attack.
21. momwth3kids Says:
April 8th, 2009 at 7:31 pm
who r u telling how to spell i hope ur not tellin me how to spell i know how to spell my fingers
went fast on the keyboard sorry grammar like ur name
22. skywatch Says:
April 8th, 2009 at 7:31 pm
I’ll skull fuck you and your cunt mom.
23. jack rabbit Says:
April 8th, 2009 at 7:32 pm
Re: Why is Paul Joseph Watson sourcing mainstream media? I thought they were all liars and
unreliable.
Answer: “All” is a universal statement. Care should be exercised when attributing universal
statements to another person, whether that person is Paul Joseph Watson or someone else –
why? Because the universal statement can be “debunked” as soon as Paul Joseph Watson
states one mainstream media news source is reliable or not a liar.
This article by Paul Joseph Watson seems to implicitly lend credibility to some mainstream
news sources.

24. jack rabbit Says:
April 8th, 2009 at 7:34 pm
The 7:32 comment I left was meant for this commenter:
aer Says:
April 8th, 2009 at 2:50 pm
Why is Paul Joseph Watson sourcing mainstream media? I thought they were all liars and
unreliable.
GOVERNMENT Reply:
April 8th, 2009 at 7:40 pm
He is only telling you what they are telling us. You wanted proof? There it is.
Do some critical thinking jack–rabbit.
jack rabbit Reply:
April 9th, 2009 at 6:46 pm
read my comment above the one you replied to
25. Skywatch Says:
April 8th, 2009 at 7:35 pm
I’ll skull fuck you and your cunt mom!
26. gigabytexxk Says:
April 8th, 2009 at 7:44 pm
i got lots of footage on youtube of this
http://youtube.com/gigabytexxl
27. Shop Says:
April 8th, 2009 at 7:52 pm
I agree…and even if it is, what good will it do to hide under an umbrella. shut the fuck up and
enjoy the fact that we don’t live in __________(fill in any third world country). The times they
are a changin and the kooks blow it out of proportion to fill their empty lives. stop spooning
your guns and live.
THIRD PARTY Reply:
April 9th, 2009 at 7:06 am
BE PREPARED,LOCK AND LOAD,AND YOU WILL NEVER BE SORRY,IF NOTHING
EVER HAPPENS,YOU CAN GO KILL YOUR FOOD AT LEAST.
28. templey beholderick Says:
April 8th, 2009 at 8:18 pm
They are turning our atmosphere into their atmosphere. They did it on mars and who knows
how many other victim planets.
29. shannon kelly Says:
April 8th, 2009 at 8:46 pm

WOW…..have seen this since 1994……….go to http://www.shannonkellyfilms.com and see
for yourself?
30. Skywatch Says:
April 8th, 2009 at 8:52 pm
snuff me. snuff me good.
31. ReichNroleWillNeverDie Says:
April 8th, 2009 at 8:56 pm
Leave JOHNO alone and stop picking on him! Didn’t your parents tell you when you were
young that it’s not nice to pick on retards!!!!! Be nice!
32. Tex Hexman Says:
April 8th, 2009 at 9:08 pm
Come and check out “Under A Chemtrail Sky”
(just click my name) Thanks…
I started noticing the fake clouds resulting from these persistent contrails in 1999.
Tex Hexman Reply:
April 9th, 2009 at 5:21 am
oops…here’s a solid link to songs about our times…
http://www.myspace.com/texhexman
(or just click my name)
33. rose Says:
April 8th, 2009 at 10:46 pm
The same “evil doers” that have ruined our economy are also ruining our environment and our
health with their “bad science gone mad” schemes. Their geoengineering weather modification
programs (under the guise of saving us from global warming) are dispersing fine aluminum
oxide particulates and other toxic metals and chemicals into our atmosphere, which then rain
down upon us polluting our lungs, our bodies, surface waters and lands.
Take a look at the article printed in the local paper in Mt. Shasta, CA reporting the off-thechart levels of aluminum being picked in the snowpack, rainfall and ponds in both Shasta and
Siskiyou counties. See: http://www.mtshastanews.com/op.....n-concerns
Also take a look at the full page newspaper ad titled, ARE WE THE EXPERIMENT paid for
by local citizens in the area. It was printed in the Redding Record Searchlight last August
about these illegal and experimental weather modification programs. See:
http://www.americanskywatch.com
These aluminum readings correlate with the Welsbach patent the government issued to Hughes
Aircraft in 1990, which describes seeding the atmosphere with fine aluminum (micron size)
particulates to reflect back the sun helping to mitigate the effects of “global warming”. It is
time to wake people up folks and let them know that this program is putting serious
neurotoxins into our brains and bodies.
Please sign the petition asking Obama to investigate and end these toxic sky programs at:
http://www.thepetitionsite.com.....-our-skies

34. Robert A. Says:
April 8th, 2009 at 11:42 pm
ATTENTION! Chem-Trail & Global Carbon Taxation Researchers. This is a repost from
earlier today, first comment (posting) removed.
NEW Council On Foreign Relations (C.F.R.) Documents. This is not mentioned in this story,
but some documents were posted on infowars about two weeks ago.
‘The Geoengineering Option’ is here: http://www.mediafire.com/?em05njttjvy
LOOK at PAGE 13 of the PDF I created at the previous link.
“Taxing tea pales in comparison to taxing air as a perceived government affront, the clear
benifits of a taxation policy to combat global warming might convince even the decendents of
our tax-resistant Founding Fathers.”
The C.F.R. is the Nexus of NASA, D.O.E., Chem-trails, Global Carbon Taxation, and the
mainstream media.
All C.F.R documents pertaining to Geo-Engineering are at this link:
http://www.mediafire.com/?shar.....49b5870170
35. steven Says:
April 9th, 2009 at 12:29 am
wow….I really do hate people who think they can play GOD with our atmosphere.
36. You_practice_bad_science Says:
April 9th, 2009 at 3:16 am
There are hundreds and thousands of independently working scientists that submit to peer
reviewed journals their independent studies on scientific phenomenon in their respective fields,
some such fields being meteorology, astronomy *(astro-L-ogy is NOT and never will be a
science), etc. These real scientists have disproved over and over the claims of conspiracy
theorists about “chemtrails” and why they form, what is being changed about our environment
by the government, or how our environment is being affected by humans at all. A growing
majority of the scientific community is actually opposed to the idea that global warming is
significantly increased by humans, and more accurately correlate temperature fluctuations over
the years to sun cycles. Thats it. No mysterious ‘pollution particles’ or ‘aluminum dust’ or
mind control chemicals. No Global warming crisis to get all crazy and green about. No
genetically modified food dangers (these are tested thoroughlyfor human and environmental
safety by the FDA, EPA, and Dep of Agriculture, in the US at least). No The-mayan-calendaris-coming-to-an-end-so-our-grey-god-ancestors-are-due-to-come-down-in-their-golden-lovemissile-to-free-our-minds-from-the-satanic-reptilian-overlords-and-take-our-spirits-to-theunicorn-homeworld.
HERES THE STRAIGHT FACTS, LISTEN UP PLEASE:
1.) The human brain is incredibly good at pattern recognition
2.) Because of this we are naturally inclined to see patterns in things and events
3.) Humans love to see significance in everything, and love to point out coincidence.
In every civilization in every time throughout history, there are economic downturn, wars,
catastrophies, diseases, leadership changes, planetary concerns, and fear of what we don’t
know. Oh, and there have ALWAYS been doomsayers. The end is near. Every century. For
the last how many centuries. It gets old watching these people claim the end is coming….then

watching them be swiftly forgotten when it doesn’t happen. Stop waiting for the apocalypse
and start living life in the real world. Its much more interesting scientifically to find out about
how the universe really works than to believe in this nonsense. And even if your craziest
theories were true…do you think knowing about it will help you? You really think you are
somehow more special than the other 6.5 billion people on this planet? Sorry, life is self
replicating organisms and cells, for the sake of more self replication. That is all, no great
purpose, your search is futile. Sorry.
You_practice_speaking_out_of_your_behind Reply:
April 9th, 2009 at 3:53 am
“No genetically modified food dangers (these are tested thoroughly for human and
environmental safety by the FDA, EPA, and Dep of Agriculture, in the US at least).”
This is total and utter nonsense. In 1992 the U.S. Food and Drug Administration determined
that genetically engineered foods are in most cases ‘the same as or substantially similar to
substances commonly found in food’ and thus are not required to undergo specific safety tests
prior to entering the market.
There has been a multitude of independent tests that have determined that GMO is far from
safe > read http://www.geneticroulette.com/
However, these have suppressed by the sustained lobbying of Biotechs; particularly Monsanto.
watch > http://video.google.com/videop.....&hl=en
You_practice_speaking_out_of_your_behind Reply:
April 9th, 2009 at 3:59 am
You_practice_speaking_out_of_your_behind Reply:
April 9th, 2009 at 3:53 am
“No genetically modified food dangers (these are tested thoroughly for human and
environmental safety by the FDA, EPA, and Dep of Agriculture, in the US at least).”
This is total and utter nonsense. In 1992 the U.S. Food and Drug Administration determined
that genetically engineered foods are in most cases ‘the same as or substantially similar to
substances commonly found in food’ and thus are not required to undergo specific safety tests
prior to entering the market.
There has been a multitude of independent tests that have determined that GMO is far from
safe > read http://www.geneticroulette.com/
However, these have suppressed by the sustained lobbying of Biotechs; particularly Monsanto.
watch > http://video.google.com/videop…..&hl=en
You_practice_bad_science Reply:
April 9th, 2009 at 4:26 am
While we are posting youtube links…u watch mine i’ll watch yours.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tIvNopv9Pa8
I've_changed_my_because_I_don't_want_to_be_rude Reply:
April 9th, 2009 at 5:14 am

You’re using Penn and Teller as your source of information? I think you need to look into this
more deeply.
GM crops do produce higher yields. There may be a slight increase in the first year but over a
period (3-5 years) time these yields tend to decrease to lower levels than before. The use of the
pesticides also has to be increased over time and this damages the soil and promotes the
growth of superweeds which in turn promotes more pesticide use.
Look at the example of Mexico 1hr30 in to the google video. You’ll see how GM food has
been polluting the chain. (The link doesn’t seem to be working. Go to google video and search
for “Monsanto Doc” or “Controlling our food.” It’s a good documentary and far more
informative than Penn and Teller.)
Look into how the genetic material is fired into the DNA with the use of a gene cannon. Look
into how the DNA is “tricked” into accepting that foreign DNA by the use of viruses. This has
random and potentially very dangerous results.
There’s a political agenda behind GM food that’s not about feeding the world. People starve
because of politics – in particular wars and corrupt government. They don’t starve because
there isn’t enough food in the world.
you_practice_bad_science Reply:
April 9th, 2009 at 2:26 pm
not my only source of info, but still a perfectly valid source. Penn & Teller are part of the Cato
institute which has a number of high level thinkers, scientists, etc. fighting for limited
government. This should make you happier about them. Look, frankly I don’t trust everything
about the government, I’m all about as little government intervention in the people’s lives as
possible. Let us do drugs, let us speak freely, etc.
Sure, there is enough food in the world. But not everyone who needs it, has it. This may be due
in part to some politics. It more has to do with the individual countries and their abilities to
sustain food for growing populations.
Fact is a lot of the world DOES starve due to poor soil, lack of good crops, etc. There are
numerous examples of countries whose previous primitive irrigation methods have all but
destroyed the soil and makes it almost impossible to grow plants. Manipulating DNA isn’t a
bad thing necessarily in itself. It’s just an advancement of what we’ve been doing for
thousands of years already, selectively breeding. Now its just targeted more precisely.
Thanks for changing your name and deciding to have a real debate that doesn’t degrade into
name-calling, that shows some intelligence and maturity, I do respect and appreciate that.
And I will fight for your right to say whatever you believe, even If I don’t have the same
views, we are all human and most of us wants whats best for the rest of humanity.
Truth Reply:
April 9th, 2009 at 4:18 am
what makes your “theory” plausible? Science has just as much loopholes as the KJV Bible.
THe Illuminist are real, and do practice the Ancient mysteries, which is an occult order….If
the most powerful men in the world are satanists, than there is some truth told in the bible,
some….Everything has been indoctrinated by these elites, they will have us believe aliens or
the greys are our friends, and came to save mankind, its up to us to save ourselves….first find
our who you are, then try saving the world…..

You_practice_bad_science Reply:
April 9th, 2009 at 4:33 am
A loophole is a weakness or exception that allows a system, such as a law or security, to be
circumvented or otherwise avoided.
Science does not have these. What you MEANT to say was that scientific theories have as
many holes in them as everything else you mentioned (not LOOPholes…). Well this isn’t true
either. Real science has real evidence and replicable results. Do you know the popular internet
catch phrase “pics or it didn’t happen!” ? It should be :
REPLICABLE RESULTS OR IT DIDN”T HAPPEN.
or better:
REPLICABLE RESULTS AND EVIDENCE OR IT ISN’T REAL SCIENCE.
You practice psuedoscience. And you are wasting your time.
37. Steven Says:
April 9th, 2009 at 3:31 am
The spraying over London has been relentless recently.
38. Truth Says:
April 9th, 2009 at 4:12 am
They’ve been doing this for years now…started in the 60s-70s and full blown in 2000….They
are killing the earth, cooling it down, and killing the crops, causing droughts, and
floods….They control and manipulate the environment with tools like HAARP, they think
they are God. Won’t this eventually kill all life on earth? we are not getting proper evaporation
because the sun is blocked almost always now, there is no cycle….
Haha the EPA, and FDA, your going to believe these organizations? Why because they are
AMerican? your an idiot, do your research YOU PRACTICE SPEAKING OUT OF YOUR
BEHIND…..
You_practice_bad_science Reply:
April 9th, 2009 at 4:48 am
I do have trust in these organizations, because I don’t believe the people that are involved in
them are set out to do me harm, because I’m not a paranoid schizophrenic like half of the
posters here. Making generalizations about me whether I am American or not is irrelevant and
shows how much of a bigot you are. Americans are not all stupid, and don’t get all their
information from Fox news and our government, in spite of what you may have heard. People
are people, all over the world there are scientists working hard and trying to improve our lives,
and everyone here is so pessimistic and thinks everyone is out to get them or lie to them.
Scientists are the true heroes, they search for the truth constantly evolving their theories, and
most want to HELP PEOPLE, not hurt them and/or deceive them. You think all well respected
well founded scientists are lying to you? So instead of trusting a professional organization of
researchers you want me to trust…some asshole and his crackpot theories on conspiracies and
cover-ups…?..if only he had some respectable evidence…
THIRD PARTY Reply:
April 9th, 2009 at 7:11 am
YOUR JUST STUPID,KEEP BELIEVING THE GOV IS GOOD,KOOL AIDS FOR YOU.
You_practice_bad_science Reply:
April 9th, 2009 at 1:38 pm

nice rebuttal. You are obviously better at debate than I. Good day sir.
39. Johnny America Says:
April 9th, 2009 at 4:32 am
CHAFF is the name of this government experiment.. Barium Nitrate, Aluminum, all fiberglass
coated… And we breathe this stuff??? I ACTUALLY QUIT SMOKING CIGARETTES 4
MONTHS AGO, JUST SO I COULD COMPLAIN ABOUT THIS CRAP!!!
CHAFF – CHAFF – CHAFF – CHAFF
Ask any air traffic controller, as i have one in my family,– these planes have more clearance
than AIR FORCE ONE.. THE HIGHEST CLEARANCE ON THE PLANET!! AND THIS
GOES ON EVERYWHERE.. NOT JUST THE US..
CHAFF – CHAFF – CHAFF – CHAFF
40. Johnny America Says:
April 9th, 2009 at 4:33 am
CHAFF is the name of this government experiment.. Barium Nitrate, Aluminum, all fiberglass
coated… And we breathe this stuff??? I ACTUALLY QUIT SMOKING CIGARETTES 4
MONTHS AGO, JUST SO I COULD COMPLAIN ABOUT THIS CRAP!!!
CHAFF – CHAFF – CHAFF – CHAFF
Ask any air traffic controller, as i have one in my family,– these planes have more clearance
than AIR FORCE ONE.. THE HIGHEST CLEARANCE ON THE PLANET!! AND THIS
GOES ON EVERYWHERE.. NOT JUST THE US..
THIRD PARTY Reply:
April 9th, 2009 at 7:13 am
VERY GOOD,I WAS LOOKING FOR SOMEONE ELSE TO MENTION CHAFF.
41. ANNUNAKI Says:
April 9th, 2009 at 4:38 am
This is to make way for the Annunaki from the Bible coming back, from Nibiru. Who came
here to breed with us and mine our gold to sputter and spray into their atmosphere..
Sound familiar? why would they be making an excuse for Obama to spray sputtered metals
into our upper atmosphere to cool us down.
ITS NOT HOT IN TEXAS, WHICH IS DAMN HOT ALWAYS. GLOBAL WARMING IS
CERTAINLY A MYTH. DO NOT LET THEM SPRAY OUR ATMOSPHERE. DO NOT
LET THEM MAKE US BREATHE THIS STUFF.
IF YOU THINK THIS IS JUST ABSURD, THAN DO YOUR OWN HOMEWORK, DONT
TAKE MY WORD !!
google –>
ZECHARIA SITCHIN videos
JORDAN MAXWELL VIDEO
SUMERIAN

NIBIRU
ANNUNAKI
LOOK TO THE ANCIENT BABYLONIAN, SUMERIAN RUINS WHICH WE ARE
DESRTOYING ALL THE STONE CARVINGS OF IN IRAQ.. THESE HOLD THE REAL
STORIES OF THE BIBLE, AND FROM BEFORE THE EGYPTIAN RULE, BEFORE
ROME, BEFORE EVERYTHING..
DO YOUR OWN HOMEWORK, DON’T TAKE MY WORD!!
the remnant Reply:
April 9th, 2009 at 9:36 am
Ah hah, good to hear what I have learned from you. Read Ronald Weinlands free books to tie a
big bow around this. Enoch sure was on to the fallen angel evil ones. Love, one of the remnant
42. global plantation serf Says:
April 9th, 2009 at 4:51 am
Thanks Johnny America!
Dumping chaff into the atmosphere can’t be good for anyone.
Who knows what this stuff is anyway? For all we know it could be Roundup, Agent Orange,
or nuclear waste. What they do know above does not sound healthy.
No one knows! We just pay for this stuff!
You_practice_bad_science Reply:
April 9th, 2009 at 4:54 am
Actually, I DO know what this stuff is…
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Contrail
43. J Hall Says:
April 9th, 2009 at 5:00 am
Google, Download, “Don’t Talk About The Weather”, best video documented evidence that
we are being experimented upon. All these people who say it is a “conspiracy theory” are
either:
1) Ignorant – haven’t done their research and homework.
2) Deep in denial – can’t emotionally deal with reality
3) Are paid (probably w/ the same trillions that have been looted) to tell us “everything is OK,
now go back to sleep you sheeple”.
Two great articles on this subject are:
1) SEE LAS VEGAS TRIBUNE ARTICLE: CHEMTRAILS ARE OVER LAS VEGAS. “Las
Vegas residents are increasingly noticing the appearance of chemical trails overhead. …Such
chemtrails” are substantially different in appearance to the normal condensation trails left by
jet airliners. The difference is that while condensation trails are composed of water vapor that
dissipates rapidly, “chemtrails” linger much longer and spread out over time to eventually
cover the sky with a thin haze… Especially disturbing for residents of heavily chemtrailed
communities like Las Vegas is a “chemtrail sickness” associated with heavy spray days

leaving many stricken people complaining of the “flu” and acute allergic reactions months …
along with debilitating fatigue – and something even more worrying symptoms.” See: Las
Vegas Tribune article, “Chemtrails Are Over Las Vegas at: http://www.chembuster.us/Las
%20Vegas%20Tribune.htm
2) SEE EARTH ISLAND JOURNAL ARTICLE: STOLEN SKIES. “In a May 2000 draft
report submitted to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), an expert panel chosen
from among 3,000 atmospheric scientists, concluded that Teller’s scheme might work. But the
IPCC warned against unpredictable upsets of the atmosphere. The panel also warned against
angry populaces reacting to “the associated whitening of the visual appearance of the sky.”
“Caldeira [a Lawrence Livermore scientist who originally promoted this geo-engineering
program] was so concerned that he went public. Deflecting sunlight would further cool the
stratosphere, he warned, and this could intensify icy clouds of ozone-gobling CFCs that could
destroy the ozone layer – the Earth’s already damaged solar radiation shield.” See:
http://earthislandinstitute.ne.....l_mystery/
44. livinglopez Says:
April 9th, 2009 at 5:04 am
In recent decades, the ideas of geo engineering met with considerable and understandable
resistance from the scientific community. And renewed perceptions toward geoengineering are
favorable indeed.
45. Nightmareskies Says:
April 9th, 2009 at 5:15 am
Global warming is just the cover story for this black-op. The chemspew planes spray just as
often at night as they do during the day, so it’s obvious that this operation is not in place to
stop sunlight.
Chems are dessicants – they absorb all atmospheric moisture so no precip reaches the ground.
Can you spell DROUGHT ?
Chemtrails are a weapons system, they are the medium and HAARP & CO. are the method…
SPRAY AND ZAP !
The bees have been zapped . My yard sparrows have been zapped out of existence. My daily
dose of sunshine has been reduced to the brightness of the moon. I’m living in the twilight
zone here.
Pandoras out... Reply:
April 9th, 2009 at 7:37 am
more truth……….
46. Johnny America Says:
April 9th, 2009 at 5:36 am
If any of you are SLAVES to the Cigarette Companies like I was for 17 years… THAN YOU
HAVE NO REASON TO BE IN THIS FORUM..
YOU NEED TO BE MORE CONCERNED ABOUT YOU!! NOT THEM.. Then you can
bitch about “THEM”..

Pandoras out... Reply:
April 9th, 2009 at 7:40 am
Thats right, you g’head and quit smoking. [just like THEY advocate]
Me? I’d rather take my chances and have a nice layer of tar and nicotine coating my breathing
apparatus so that shit that they spray on us can’t penatrate!
47. Johnny America Says:
April 9th, 2009 at 5:40 am
Because “THEY” will do what they do until “YOU” stop them!! All of this is nonsense, unless
people take action!! talk is freaking CHEAP!! MOST AMERICANS NOW ARE ALL TALK
NOW DAYS..
IT IS TIME TO GET BACK TO THE OLD DAYS OF THE MAKESHIFT PRINTING
PRESS, AND PRINTED MATERIALS TO EDUCATE THE REST OF THE
UNINFORMED, U.S. CITIZENS!!
TELL TRUTHS.. THERE IS NO RELIGION HIGHER THAN TRUTH!!
Print materials, leave them at gas pumps, encourage Americans to stand up.. TO STAND
OUT!!
We need our country back, but until people grow balls, aint shite happening!!
print materails, educate people of the zeitgeist addendum, and obama deception..
BUT MOST OF ALL..
TAKE ACTION!!
EDUCATE YOUR FELLOW NAIVE AMERICAN BROTHERS & SISTERS..
48. Johnny America Says:
April 9th, 2009 at 5:44 am
BECAUSE IF YOU DON’T TAKE ACTION, When panic hits again, it’s your FOOD &
WATER that these uninformed Americans are coming for, and you’ll end up holding a
shotgun to their head..
look at KATRINA, look at IKE.. when these hurricanes hit… PEOPLE certainly did PANIC!!
and I don’t need that in my country.. In my incredible state of TEXAS~
and if that’s how people are going to act when the government shite hits the fan.. than i want to
educate people now.. so when later hits, my children are better off!!
THINK PEOPLE!! ACT!!
PRINT!! PRINT EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS..
THERE ARE FLYER COMPANIES EVERYWHERE WHO DO 5,000 FULL COLOR
FRONT AND BACK FLYERS FOR CHEAP!!
GET TO WORK AMERICA!! EDUCATE!!

49. SovereignPatriotUSA Says:
April 9th, 2009 at 6:14 am
Watch the documentary ‘CHEMA-KILL: The Movie’.
http://video.google.com/videop.....0880701786
This piece of media is the only instrument you will ever need to convince anybody that
Chemtrails are real, and designed to damage to the human species.
Make it a must-share with everybody you know. Blow open the veil of secrecy, and pierce the
heart of darkness with this irrefutable, indisputable, undeniable and ultra-reliable documentary.
Remain Vigilant! Stay Sovereign!!!
50. sandra Says:
April 9th, 2009 at 6:23 am
nice work folks. doubters do your research and start at strangedaysstrangeskies, uaff.us under
chemtrails, willthomasonline.net, barium blues and stevequayle.com under weatherwarfare.
keep up the heat and break out of the sleepy flock before it is too late. till the day evil ones and
love to all others. sandra
YOU_are_the_sheeple Reply:
April 9th, 2009 at 2:01 pm
you are the ones who are sleepy, lazy SHEEPLE, all blindly following each others conspiracy
theories till the ends of the earth. Do me a favor, when 2013 rolls around and NOTHING
HAPPENS, when your apocalypse theories have failed to come true, please kill yourselves.
MARK OF THE BEAST Reply:
April 13th, 2009 at 12:42 pm
JUST IGNORE THE IGNORANT. OBVIOSLY A PRODUCT OF THE PUBLIC SCHOOL
SYSTEM AND WATCHING TO MUCH AMERICAN IDOL CRAP.
51. THIRD PARTY Says:
April 9th, 2009 at 6:58 am
HEY SKYWATCH,GO ON YOUR OTHER WEB SITE WITH THE POLLY POCKETS
AND JOIN YOUR PEERS.
skywatch Reply:
April 9th, 2009 at 1:31 pm
i love how you are all on my nuts… lost in emotion… lost in assumption… unable to derive
context…
all the while ignoring FACTS presented
all the while ignoring TOPIC at hand (if you got tripped up by the exclusion of “the” in the
previous word grouping then this message is for you lol)
point is… there is misinformation presented in this article.. along with multitude of chemtrail
fanatic sites that jump at any off the wall association.

learn to brain, my brothers.
i have already posted, above, chemicals used by industry. you may, if you wish, continue
operating in your fantastical realm but know that it is just that.. a fantasy.
until there is solid evidence.
these are the referenced chemicals. BY ALL MEANS – google terms and cross reference. Pay
attention to any items mentioning barium because they are not used in the way that they are
said to be.
again… weather mod chemicals are:
- silver iodide
- ammonium iodide
- bismuth triiodide (military use only)
- carbon dioxide (in DRY ICE FORM ONLY.)
when verifying.. which is one thing all you yappers should do… you may utilize string
searches such as:
“silver iodide”
as well as excluding garbage words by using the “-” minus sign:
-”chemtrails” -”carnicom”
this is the way to get to meat and potatos.
dont believe tha hype… avoid emotion and unverified or currupt data.
52. THIRD PARTY Says:
April 9th, 2009 at 7:22 am
NEW YORK GETS HAMMERED BIG TIME WITH CHEM TRAILS.IT’S GETTING
WORSE BY THE MONTH.THEY ARE INDEED DOING THIS AT NIGHT TIME AS
WELL. MOST PEOPLE NEVER EVEN LOOK AT THE SKY VERY LONG.IF YOU
POINT THIS OUT TO A STRANGER,THEY THINK THEY ARE CHECKING ON WIND
SPEED AND WIND DIRECTION.HOW RETARDED IS THAT,I CHECKED WIND
SPEED AND DIRECTION BY PICKING UP A PIECE OF GRASS AND LETTING IT
FALL,HOLY COW WHAT A IDEA.PEOPLE ARE GENERALLY ILL INFORMED ON
MOST THING IN LIFE,EXCEPT FOR THEIR I PODS,AND WHEN AMERICAN IDOL IS
ON.
53. the remnant Says:
April 9th, 2009 at 9:38 am
sorry new york. do you have an air force base really handy?????????tampa sure does and we
are constantly sprayed. so many are sick. distraction is definitely a factor in suppressing this
info. best to you, remmie
You_practice_bad_science Reply:
April 9th, 2009 at 1:59 pm
and yet…so many more are PERFECTLY HEALTHY.

54. Ashalyn Says:
April 9th, 2009 at 10:15 am
The following paragraph was taken from the article above. Just reading this makes any
sensible person ask, “What the hell do they think they’re doing!!!”
What is known about what happens when the environment is loaded with sulphur dioxide is
bad enough, since the compound is the main component of acid rain, which according to the
EPA “Causes acidification of lakes and streams and contributes to the damage of trees at high
elevations (for example, red spruce trees above 2,000 feet) and many sensitive forest soils. In
addition, acid rain accelerates the decay of building materials and paints, including
irreplaceable buildings, statues, and sculptures that are part of our nation’s cultural heritage.”
you_practice_bad_science Reply:
April 9th, 2009 at 2:05 pm
So we can’t trust the EPA, except for sometimes, like when their facts help your own
misguided theories. YOU CAN’t HAVE IT BOTH WAYS. If I’m not allowed to trust the EPA
or the FDA then you guys can’t use any data or research they have EITHER. You can’t pick
and choose what to trust them on.
55. Paul D. Crisp Says:
April 9th, 2009 at 1:26 pm
It is time for the masses to rise up while they can rise up.
56. Joe Says:
April 9th, 2009 at 4:55 pm
I saw those X’s all over the sky here in St. Louis Missouri. I noticed them in October on the
weekends. I saw them last week as well. The whole sky as far as the eye could see is routinely
covered in X’s out here.
57. Thoraxe Says:
April 10th, 2009 at 12:53 am
Lets be realistic,they have been spraying thier toxic bullshit for over twentyyears.
Thier plan is to kill us. WAKE THE F__K UP.
58. uhlijohn Says:
April 11th, 2009 at 8:56 am
AER: When the mainstream reports on things not favorable to its masters then one can assume
that it is more “reliable” than spun news that puts them in a favorable light. Most of what the
mainstream reports on has some truth in it. It must or no one would believe a word they say.
They just use spin to slant the news favorably in their direction most of the time. If they report
accurately and fairly, it may well be an “accident”. Or it may be that the editors weren’t given
their marching orders or talking points by their corporate masters. It isn’t a perfect world, after
all. If it were, there wouldn’t have been so many loose-ends with the 9/11 attacks that can’t be
explained except for controlled demolition.
59. shopping cart Says:
April 11th, 2009 at 11:33 am
This is not right! i like to see these people getting exposed and thrown in jail

60. mikael skatefish Says:
April 15th, 2009 at 7:51 am
@ Dragon’s Eye
“Dragon” terminology is not “imaginary” – it is historical fact.
Speaking of “imaginary” – what book is “Revelations” ? there is no book called “Revelations”
in the bible. you must be confused and probably lost.
when you say that “religion” is man made…. how do you back up your claim?
just because it has been used to control people, that doesn’t mean it’s inherently wrong.
in fact, Christians are and should be the most “free” on earth…. i accept and am thankful for
my forgiven debt…
61. Casio Says:
April 20th, 2009 at 6:03 am
Nice post! Now understand about this topic better and I learn a large from your other post in
your blog. I’ll be waiting for another post. Thank You. Best FHA Loans Site
62. Dini Says:
April 20th, 2009 at 7:26 am
Nice post! Now understand about this topic better and I learn a large from your other post in
your blog. I’ll be waiting for another post. Thank You. http://planning-financial.com
63. Bibee Says:
April 20th, 2009 at 4:45 pm
Nice post! Now understand about this topic better and I learn a large from your other post in
your blog. I’ll be waiting for another post. Thank You. Financial Planning

